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The Grave ofRabbi Shalom Shabazï in Yemen

By Aharon Gaimani*

Abstract

Rabbi Shalom Shabazï, who lived in the seventeenth century, is the most esteemedfigure among
all Yemenite Jewry ofall times. The articlepresents the impressions ofpeople who came to Yemen

and wrote about Rabbi Shalom Shabaci'sgrave.
We have actual testimonies about R. Sh. Shabayi's gravesite firom the end of the nineteenth

century. In the 1830s it was destroyed and the gravestone over the grave was rebuilt, while the

gravesite was encompassed by an open-roofstone structure. In the 1980s the grave was destroyed,

and in the pastgeneration unsuccessful attempts were made to rebuild and refurbish the gravesite

and the grave itself.

Also mentioned arefresh attempts toward bringing Rabbi Shalom Shabayi's remains to Israel

for re-interment there. Afier the destruction of the gravesite, however, the precise location of the

rabbi's burialplace is not clear, so this endeavour cannot be carried out.

Introduction
Rabbi Shalom b. Yosef ShabazI / Sälim as-SabazI (firitz? Dlbc / is 1619-

c. 1720) is the most esteemed figure among Yemenite Jews, and the great
admiration he received exceeded his place and time. In this article, I shall

present the impressions of people who came to Yemen and wrote about
the tomb of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI, whether from their own experiences at
the site or from what they heard. I shall cite a testimony about the destruction

of the gravesite in Ta'izz that occurred after the end of the Yemenite

Diaspora and about the attempts to put up a gravestone at the location. In
the ensuing, I shall bring new reports about the attempts to bring the rabbi's
remains to the Land of Israel for re-interment.

1. The Grave of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI

Customarily, the Jews of Yemen did not erect a tombstone over a grave nor
indicate the name of the deceased; a pile of stones placed on the gravesite
marked the grave.1 Over time, owing to the general custom, it was no longer

* Prof. Aharon Gaimani, Department ofJewish History and Contemporary Jewry,
Bar-Ilan University, Israel.

1 My father Slayman (Shlomo) also told me about the burial customs where my
family lived in the community of Gaymän in central Yemen. R. Yosef Rada
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possible to identify an average person's grave. Moreover, it was not common

to go out to visit relatives' graves, and people did not usually make

pilgrimages to graves of D,pvTS (saddiqim-, saints) or designate a special
section for their burial.2 For example, we can learn of the custom of Yemenite
Jews from the fact that even to the grave of such a famous DDil (Hakham) as

Rabbi Yihye Sälih (Maharis),3 who died in San'ä' in 1805 and was held in
high esteem by many Jews in Yemen, from his times to this day visits were
not made; even the grave's location was not known by the Jews of Yemen
in the generation prior to the end of its Exile, which extended to the mid-
twentieth century.4 Even the grave of the frns] (nasi; community dignitary)

provided similar information about the customs in Hujariyya in southern
Yemen, "And after him came his son Rabbi Hassan Yusef, of blessed memory,
and he died at an old age of some 80 years. Of course, they do not put up a

tombstone for the deceased, but rather they put together large stones around
the grave. But if the deceased was a pYX (Saddiq), they added another row of
stones to the usual one" (YOSEF RADA, mxirtiN fix1? Nina :n32rn, ed. by EFRAIM

YA'AQOV (Jerusalem 1995), pp. 139-40. In recent generations, some people in
the San'ä' community did build a dome-shaped gravestone over the grave; see
MOSHE Zadoq, pTi 1Tirr (Tel Aviv 1983), p. 218. At times, in San'ä', people
would inscribe the name of the deceased on a small stone over the tombstone.

2 In Yemen, it was not customary to visit family members' graves on the thirtieth
day after the death nor on its anniversary, though there were some who did go
there on the seventh day; see Rabbi PlNHAS QORAH, 7Sia JT3, vol. 2 (Benei Brak
2000), ch. 49, par. 2, p. 378. On assigning a special plot for burial of rabbis,
Rabbi Yosef Qafth wrote, "In the past, there was a custom in a number of
places to designate for each family a family burial plot (bKet. 84a), and all family
members were buried there, without exception — at least, we never heard of any
—, and there are no traces in the Sages' works that in family burial plots, they
distinguished between a Saddiq and a non-Saddiq, and they did not differentiate,
of course, between a Hakham and an ordinary person, or between someone
with the title of rabbi and someone without that status, and this is, how it was
in Yemen: they even did not make sure at all to bury a husband next to his wife
or a wife next to her husband, a son next to his father or a father next to a son,
since these things were not the rule among them, and no one thought about
doing so. They didn't even set apart a section for burial of Saddiqim, and others,
let alone for non-Saddiqim, since it says about everyone 'Your people also shall
be all righteous' (Isa. 60:21). Of course, they did not differentiate between one
rabbi and another, as is done in a few communities, to set aside a 'plot for rabbis,'
as if the rabbis were Saddiqim.'" See his article, "pTl 'Tin1 ama 53 :tf7TO mstiTl," in:

Yosef Qafih, trnro, vol. 2 (Jerusalem 1989), pp. 923-24.
3 For details about him and his endeavour, see AHARON GAIMANI, "7NTIX7 73C

(f'^nna) rtixx ntp m 5ti> n5wn," in: crass 102 (2005), pp. 129-45.

4 As heard from Rabbi Pinhas Qorah, Benei Brak.
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Shalom Hakohen 'Eriqi, known by the byname of al-'LJstä', who was very
well liked by the Yemenite Jews and who died in San'ä' in the 1780s,5 was

not visited byjews of Yemen; the place of his grave site was also unknown
in the last generation of the Exile.6

a) Oral Descriptions

The traveller to Yemen Rabbi Ya'aqov Sappir (1822-1886), who set out on
behalf of the Jerusalem community to collect contributions and stayed in
Yemen in 1859, wanted to visit Rabbi Shalom Shabazï's grave but the dangers

of the journey made him abandon his plans. He wrote about this from
what he heard:

5 For details about him and his activities, see AHARON CAIMAN!, "trtPin m~npa

n"Ti nxan pvi mVnpa 'piny cntip 'a tiyis1?," in: crayD 55 (1993), pp. 134-44.

6 Heard from Rabbi Yosef Hakohen 'Eraqi, Benei Brak.
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At his gravesite is a large marker and a cave next to it and a pool of water (mpa

miqveh), with a prayer room and a Torah scroll written by him. Over his grave
shines a TPn P (tier tamid) [perpetual flame]. Most of the vows in the entire

country are in the name of this wonder maker and his prayer room. And all the

Jews living in this small town make their living from this. The reputation of
Mori Sâlim al Shibazi is revered also by the non-Jews because of a certain
incident, and they swear by his name. Any Yemenite Jew who is suffering an illness

or any bad happening, if he has the strength to go there (since it is not easy to
get there), will put his life at risk to go out there to pray at his grave. And I
inquired well from people who have been there, and they told me great things
(as related by them), saying, if the ill person is God-fearing and believes in this
wonder maker, after they have prostrated themselves on his grave, they will
enter the cave to wash and take some of the water. If he will merit a cure, running
water will greet him, on the burbling water, he will see an amulet, a plant leaf, and
he will accept it joyously, and be restored to health. And whoever is not
Godfearing and does not warrant a cure, will find a dry spring bed, with no water,
only a snake curled at the opening, and as he came so, he will leave.7

The Kushta [Constantinople] merchant Shmuel Carasso, who spent years
in Yemen in the 1870s, visited Ta'izz but did not go out to the grave of
R. Sh. Shabazl. He wrote that the site serves as a target for Jews and Muslims:

In this city is a grave called the Ziyära ofMori Sâlim Al-Shabaif. This rabbi is

buried up on a mountain and the gravesite has a beautiful dome [...]. Every
person who visits it comes back satisfied as to his request. He cures affliction,
responds to the visitors' wishes, finds succour for their illnesses and so on.
People come to this tomb from all over the country, and I even saw that they
make pilgrimages to the grave from a distance of ten days, Jews and Arabs. This
location is visited constantly. I heard from many Arabs and Turks who came
and left satisfied. They told me many things and among others, they even told
me that there are people who go to the grave but are unable to enter, and fear
strikes them. So how do people enter the site? First, they wash themselves and
then go in. Some cannot enter at all, even if they came from far away, they
return in the same state as they came. They come back another time, up to three
tries. Some people tried boldly to enter but they fell and died. There are many
other wondrous stories of this type. I heard all of this from many people, Arabs
as well as Jews. People who had been ill for a lengthy period, both Arabs and

Jews, have nothing else to do but to make a pilgrimage to Shabazl's gravesite.
They spend a great deal of money on this journey.8

7 Rabbi Ya'AQOV SAPPIR, tsd px, vol. 1, Lyck 5626 [1866], p. 82b.

8 'io-ip> yoa," in: Joseph Tobi, m-npai nnVin - 19-n nxaa pp mrr (Tel Aviv
1979), pp. 149-50.
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In the ensuing, Carasso described three instances of cures after visiting
Rabbi Shalom Shabazï's grave as heard from people he met in the Jewish
communities of'Imrän and Shibäm, a ten days' journey on foot distant from
the site. He tells about the legs of Ya'ish Jizfan, one of the leaders of the

local Jewish community, that had been afflicted and afterwards cured, and

Carasso met him in 'Imrän. The wife of a Jew named Salim Al-Sheikh had

been barren for 14 years, and she became pregnant and gave birth to a son;
the son of an Arab, whose name was Sayyid Al-Qasam and who lived in
Shibäm, had been insane and restored to health.9

The emissary ofAlliance Israélite Universelle (AIU), Yom TovZemah, spent
some time in Yemen in 1910; his mission was to collect information about
the education situation among Yemenite Jewry so that possibilities for
assistance from the AIU could be considered. About pilgrimages to the grave
of Rabbi Shalom Shabazï he wrote,
The year round, but especially on Shavu'ot,10 Shabazï's grave attracts many
Jews, who come from every far-flung place in Yemen to prostrate themselves

on it, they and their wives and children; all of them dip in its mp23 (miqveh),
make donations, take on vows and contributions. The ill become better of
here and the feeble become healthy. Barren women are assured of having
children, and implanted in the heart of every unfortunate and work-weary
person is the hope that their ills will disappear. Those who prostrate themselves

on the holy grave of R. Shabazï return full of hope and initiative, and

happily undertake the tribulations of marching along narrow pathways and

knobby mountains, from Ta'izz to the north of the desert, and from the east

to their destination a twenty- or thirty-day march. And if after the visitor's
return, he has found no relief for his illness and his condition remains
unchanged, it is not the saint who is responsible but rather the blame goes to

9 TOBI, 19-n HN233 pvi mrr (note 8 above), pp. 150-51. There are testimonies

among the Jews of Yemen about Muslims who visited the grave of R. Sh.

Shabazï. See: SHMUEL YäVNEELI, pTb sroa (Tel Aviv 1952), p. 142; Rabbi Av-
raham al-Naddäf, "masn WTtm 'too* hot T'n o5tt7 '-i *023Tin n-mran rnntirb," in:
mi?231 mm 1 (Sivan-Elul 1920), 330; Rabbi GlLAD ZADOK, TOO DDT35 (Benei
Brak 2000), p. 124; Rabbi Sa'adia Hozeh, mn1 un:23i narc ot5k> mn nnVin odd

nvrnn imp ,pti ntin nso pra amw, vol. 1 (Jerusalem 1983), pp. 44-45; Rabbi

Avner 'Afjin, nrv23î am Toti? nf7U> rax (Rosh Ha'ayin 1994), pp. 400-405,
409-12. R. Shalom b. Shelomo 'Uzayri of Ramat Gan related that when he had

stayed at the grave site in the 1940s, he had seen an Arab woman washing her

son in the waters that were near the grave so as to effect a cure.
10 Of the three pilgrimage holidays, Shavu'ot is the most convenient for going out

to graves, since there is no limitation of a Sukkah and the Four Species of Suk-
kot nor the interdiction against leavened food as on Passover.
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him: the ailing person is not worthy of the loving-kindness of the saddiq
Shabazl.11

These three, who told about the grave did not visit the site but described

it according to from what they heard. They wrote positively about going
out to Rabbi Shalom Shabazï's grave site: people come from great
distances to visit it; the pilgrims to the tomb are rewarded with succour; even

though some are not helped, because they are not worthy of it. Whereas

Sappir and Carasso related that Jews and non-Jews come to the grave,
Zemah mentioned the Jews only who go there. Sappir and Carasso noted
that there is a structure over the grave, and Carasso added that there was
a dome over it. Sappir alone wrote about the cave with the spring near the
site of the grave and remarked that for anyone whose prayer will be heard,
and who would be cured, the water in the cave would rise up in greeting,
and he would find on the water something the supplicant could use as an
amulet.

The phenomenon of the water rising toward a person whose prayer had
been accepted at Shabazï's grave was also noted by Rabbi Yihye Qorah, one
of the Sages of San'ä' in the second half of the nineteenth century. In his

commentary tinn (MaskilDoresh), in a discussion about the servant of
Abraham, who saw the water rising up toward Rebecca, he wrote (appar-
endy, from what he had heard),

As to the phenomenon well known in our time about the spring near the

grave of the Rabbi, the Hasid, the divine Rabbi Shalom Shabazl, may his merit
protect us, that those who go to the fount of water of the noted rabbi, whoever

suffers some illness or any other trouble, [in order to] bathe in it. And
for anyone, whose prayer has been answered, the waters rise up to greet him,
so that a great amount of water suddenly gushes from the spring until it
covers half or more of his body, and this is a sign for him that he will be cured,
and he then goes out from the water in joy and with the consolation of
salvation. But also just the opposite for anyone whose prayer was not accepted;
when he entered the spring there was only burbling water as usual. Similar to
the matter with the Patriarch for whom the water would rise up as a miracle
and a sign, for they increase plenitude in the world and that they are worthy
of great good without any effort.12

11 YOM TOB Semach, "Une mission de l'Alliance au Yemen," in: Bulletin de l'Alli¬
ance, 1911, p. 101 [Avraham Almalih (trans.), "imrri ITOï mu nr soa," in: YlSRAEL

Yeshayahu and AHARON ZADOK (eds.), îmn trntt> (Tel Aviv 1945), p. 309],
12 Rabbi Yihye Qorah, mwn ami rimm (Tel Aviv 1964), p. 56.
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b) Descriptions by Eyewitnesses

Rabbi Avraham al-Naddäf (1866-1940), one of the prominent Yemenite
Sages of the twentieth century, visited the gravesite of Rabbi Shalom
Shabazl. He emigrated from San'ä' to Jerusalem in 1891. Twice, in 1895 and

in 1900, he went back to Yemen to visit communities there, to collect
contributions for the Yemenite D'Vli? (olim; immigrants) in Jerusalem, to sell the
bbnn (Tikhlal), the prayer book according to the Yemenite rite, and the hxn

(Taj) — the Pentateuch, also containing Targum Onkelos and the Ttl>Dn (Tafsir.;

commentary) by Rabbi Sa'adia Gaon (892-942), that he had printed in
Jerusalem.13 He commented about the statements by Sappir, who wrote that
there was candle burning over the grave, as follows,

I am an eyewitness, having been to the grave twice. I only saw a lit candle in its

prayer room, but nothing over his grave. Moreover, it is impossible to have a

kindled light there owing to the wind, since it has no dome or shelter. Perhaps,
the candle just happened to be there by chance at the time Ya'aqov Sappir
visited, and he thought that one was always burning there.14

From Rabbi al-Naddâf s report, we learn that there was no structure over
the grave as Rabbi Sappir had said and like the words of the merchant
Carasso, who even noted that there was a dome over the structure. Perhaps
from what Sappir and Carasso heard in descriptions about structures in the

area of the grave, they also depicted R. Shabazl's grave, the same way that
there was usually a special structure at the site of a saint's grave marker.

Of further note is that in the stories (from a primary or secondary
source) of those who visited the grave there is a prominent tendency to

provide lively descriptions of the spring in the cave near the grave site, while
the grave itself scarcely earns a concrete description. Only in a few testimonies

do we find any kind of description: At the start of 1920, when he was
five years old, Shalom Medina set out, with his father Moshe, from San'ä'

to Aden. On their way, they visited the grave of Rabbi Shalom Shabazl, and

he was surprised by the simplicity of the structure at the side, which did not
match the image ostensibly befitting a building at the grave of such a

distinguished figure as Rabbi Shalom Shabazl. About the edifice at the grave,
he wrote,

13 Yehuda Ratzhaby, "p'rti V'sr th nn-QN h mntiu>," in: msnai mtm 2 (1980),

pp. 87-120.

14 See al-Naddäf, 'tintzi dm ti navu -miran mitirti" (note 9 above), p. 130. David
DAVID, who immigrated to Israel in early 1949, wrote about burning candles that

were on the gravestone. See his book ntici-p nrti cm 'TO -pi (Tel Aviv
1998), p. 69.
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The grave was built out of stones taken from a stream, heaped one atop
another, about six a^o/high; it had an opening through which visitors would enter
a small chamber and light candles; the grave site's courtyard was surrounded by
a low wall comprised of stones similar to those of the graves."15

In a novel written by Nissim Binyamin Gamlieli about his life in Yemen, he

described his actual visit to the Rabbi Shalom Shabazl's grave, when he was
still a young man. He had heard stories about attempts been made to build
a magnificent tomb for the rabbi, but they came to naught because Rabbi
Shalom Shabazi wanted a modest grave. Thus, when he visited it he was
astonished by its size and height and shape; and he noted that the tomb was

fairly new. In addition to that, he tells us that the tombstone had at its top,
a marble sign with the caption stating that this was the tomb of Rabbi Shalom

Shabazi; he also noted that around the body of the monument there

were small niches into which a person could put a hand.16 And the British
scholar Hugh Scott wrote about the grave,
We passed the tomb of a Jewish saint, Well shebayi. The actual grave, a

whitewashed oblong with a little arch on top at one end, was surrounded by a rough
stone-wall with a small low one-roomed stone building opening into the
enclosure.17

Dr. Yehuda Amir wrote about his visit to the grave in 1949,

[The guide] led us up the mountainside, on which the grave was located. We
were quite excited and not bothered by the ascent to the tomb marker. We
arrived and found a burbling stream flowing from the mountainside and next
to it a raised stone structure indicating the grave."18

c) The Tombstone over the Grave

As for the tombstone over the grave, it is told that Ahmad the son of the

Imam Yihye, who belonged to the Islamic trend that opposed worship
ceremonies at graves, destroyed the gravestones of Muslim saints in southern

15 Shalom Medina, -1905 ,rrarnto qaTi ,o,-m psa rai nna ntra'm rraoa
1934 (Tel Aviv 1995), p. 40. On their making their way from San'ä' up to Aden,
see ibid. pp. 28-47. Shalom immigrated to the Land of Israel in 1935; see ibid,

pp. 212-13.
16 See Nissim Binyamin Gamlieli, tri he vna •'s-uvaiuis ian - ken rraia nnri

pro mrr (Tel Aviv 2002), pp. 269-70.
17 HUGH Scott, In the High Yemen (London 1942), p. 92. See also REUBEN

AHRONI, Yemenite Jewry (Bloomington 1986), p. 99; REUBEN AHRONI, "A Petition

('Baqqasa') Addressed to Rabbi Shalom Shabazi: A Yemenite Jewish
Saint," in: Hebrew Annual Review, 9 (1985), pp. 5-30, esp. p. 12.

18 His letter is dated 15.02.2007.
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Yemen, and in 1930, he also destroyed the tombstone over R. Shabazï's grave
though the structure over it was rebuilt in 1935.19 Rabbi Hayim Sinwani, one
of the greatest sages of Yemen, lived in the period under discussion in the

town of Sinwän, which is located in the area of R. Shabazï's grave; he wrote,
On Sabbath eve, 17 Shevat in the year 5690 to the Creation [15.02.1930], the
tombstone of the Admor Abba Shalem ShabazI, may his merit protect us,
Amen, was smashed by the tribe of the oppressor due to our many iniquities.

I shall bring here a tale that I remember:20

In 1935, [the tomb] was rebuilt by permission of the oppressor himself, that
is, the king of Yemen, Ahmad bin Yihye, since he had ordered to break it to
bits because of an informer. For at that time, when he was still the minister of
the army during his father's lifetime, he was furious about all the large
tombstones of the idols of Yemen, for a reason known at that time.21 And the Arabs
also informed against the tombstone of the Admor Shalem ShabazI, of blessed

memory, and they smashed it on Sabbath eve, since they knew that the Jews
rested quiedy on Friday night, and if they would do it on Friday, the Jews might
disturb them so they decided upon Sabbath night.

Afterwards, Ahmad himself commanded to [re]build it, due to events that
occurred.22 And a larger, more magnificent building than the first was
constructed. Now that this king chose Ta'izz as the seat of his kingdom, he treats
with great respect the tombstone of Admor R. Shalem ShabazI, may his merit

protect us, Amen, as the Jews of Yemen know.23

Pilgrims to the grave in the 1940s, as well as DrilV (olirn) during the "On the

Wings of Eagles" operation 1949—1950, who visited the grave, attested to

19 See Rada, murrix pik? xma irws'ri (note 1 above), pp. 64-67.

20 The Hebrew text reads nTDT X"7iK for "I shall bring," as in bRFI 11a and bMeg
18a. Here it apparently means as translated, "I shall bring here a tale that I
remember."

21 Found not far from Ta'izz is the grave of the Muslim saint known by the name
of Ibn 'Alwan. There are a number of traditions about the allusion to what led

to the destruction of the grave of Ibn Alwan and of graves of other saints. For
the statements of R. Yosef Rada, see Rada, mnrrix pix5 Nino inwn (note 1

above), pp. 64-66. For the statement of Rabbi Shalom ben Zekharya Najjar, see

the book by Rabbi HOZEH, 1T2B> Dritt» mn nnVin (note 9 above), p. 44; for the

statement of Rabbi HOZEH, ibid. p. 40; and for the statement of Rabbi Razon
ben Yosef, ibid. p. 45.

22 It is not clear to what these allusions refer but there is a tradition that Ahmad
suffered a stroke. See Rada, mnrrix pîri Nina (note 1 above), p. 67 n. 23.

23 RADA, rruirrix fix1? nidd irua'n (note 1 above p. 67 n. 24. For another version
of the story of the destruction of the tombstones of saints in southern Yemen by
the Imam Ahmad, see Rabbi HOZEH, »ntt» Dritt' Din rnriin (note 9 above), p. 45.
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there being a tombstone over R. Shabazi's grave and confirmed that it is

surrounded by a structure without a roof.24

2. The Grave of Rabbi Shalom Shabazï in the Last Generation

a) Recent Testimony about the Condition ofthe Gravesite

The Jews who lived in Ta'izz, the site ofRabbi Shalom Shabazi's interment,
as well as in other places in the vicinity, immigrated to Israel at the end of
the 1940s; Jews remained mainly in northern Yemen. That meant that Rabbi
Shabazi's grave was cut off from the area of the people to whom it was held

dear, and from then on we do not have a continuous source of information
about the condition of the grave.

The MK Rabbi Menahem Hacohen raised the issue of Rabbi Shabazi's

gravesite in the Knesset on 21 December 1977. He related that there was

information about desecration of the grave.25 Responding in the name of
government, Minister of Religious Affairs Aharon Abuhatzeira said regarding

the grave,

On July 4th of this year, at our request, the ambassador of a friendly state
travelled in the region and noted that it seemed to him that the cemetery in Ta'izz
had been destroyed, and that on the site different types of infrastructure related
work have been carried out, but he did not make a firm declaration that Rabbi
Shalom Shabazi's grave was desecrated.26

In Shevat 5739 (1979), Shim'on Jeraydi, who had been an Israeli Knesset
member from 1951 to 1955, sent a notice to the press in which he

complained that precise information about the state of the grave of Rabbi Shalom

Shabazï was lacking.27
On 27 December 1981, an academic conference was held in Jerusalem.

In the collection of studies presented by the speakers at the meeting, Yosef
Sha'ar (who in times past had written the Bible contest questions), wrote in
his article,

24 For a photo of the structure over R. Shabazi's grave, along with an explanation,
see Shim'on Jeraydi, 1993-1933 i"ron - i"sin ,noD-rn .tons? ,:uto mm era1 -iso

(Tel Aviv 1995), p. 158. This picture was printed in various sources. See, for
example, Rabbi 'AMRAM QORAH, pT mso (Jerusalem 1954), p. 106; HAYIM

Zadoq, tramai nmsn ,irras mrarrp (Jerusalem 1989), p. 5.

25 riDlDn nxr, Ninth Knesset, sessions 56-58, second session, 10, Agenda Proposal:
"The need for political action to bring the remains of Rabbi Shalom Shabazï
for re-interment in Israel," pp. 841-42.

26 Ibid. p. 842.

27 Jeraydi, nm tra1 (note 24 above), p. 105.
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A few years ago, rumours spread in Israel and the Diaspora, that the grave of
the saint Rabbi Shalem ShabazI in Ta'izz had been desecrated. People were
gready agitated, and a public committee arose that worked toward bringing his

remains to Israel. A while later the rumours were proven false, and it turned
out that no one had dared to damage the grave since it was also considered holy
by the Muslims. One of the letters, that has recentiy reached Israel, tells that
"We in the Diaspora are praying for the Redemption of our holy Messiah, and

at all times we are prostrating ourselves on the grave of our Teacher and Rabbi
Salem ShabazI, of blessed memory".28

In the continuation, Yosef Sha'ar presented testimony that he had heard in
September 1983 from Terrell Dwayne, an American who had visited Yemen
at the end of 1979. Sha'ar wrote,
Mr. Dwayne reached Jabal Sablr which is in Ta'izz, saw the grave of Rabbi
Shalom ShabazI, of blessed memory, which is located next to a spring, and he

prayed near it. The Muslims call it — "The grave of the great Prophet."29

On 28 July 1990, Prof. Hayim Tawil of New York sent a telegram to the
Yemeni foreign minister, Dr. Iriyani, and a telegram to the mayor of Ta'izz,
'Abdu Nu'man, saying that information had been received from Ta'izz

speaking about the building of a school over the grave of Rabbi Shalom

ShabazI, and asking to intervene to prevent destruction of the grave, since

it was sacred to all citizens of Yemen.30

In 1993, Mr. Zion Uzayri visited the gravesite in Ta'izz and noted that
there was no marker over its location. Mr. Uzayri remarked to local Muslim
residents that it would be beneficial for them if they would keep a grave
marker remain there since the place is also holy for Muslims, and it could
also be a tourist attraction.31

3. Initiatives for the Restoration of the Grave

(1) In the early 1990s, Rabbi Zemah Yishaq Halevi (Qadi), a native of San'ä',

attempted to renew the marker over the grave site. Rabbi Zemah held American

citizenship. For his endeavour he travelled to Ta'izz where he met with
a local woman, Ni'ma, and at his request she helped him to locate the grave.

28 Yosef Sha'ar, "nan mnhra mpn pnma s"y] pm nhm amrrn hi> ntrtsn nn*ra>

[npnn," in: Rabbi SHALOM GAMLIEL, MiSHAEL MASURI CASPI, and SHIM'ON
Avizemer (eds.), pm mms (Jerusalem 1984), pp. 252-262, esp. p. 253.

29 Sha'ar, "jam rhin nmrrn bw ntrbDn nnsw" (note 28 above), pp. 257-58.
30 For a photograph of the telegram, see Hayim Tawil, - iriDK ma :nnii>]

(1993-1989) pm mrr mink? nny^n nrrns (Jerusalem 2006), pp. 316-17.
31 In an interview in New York on 15.08.2007.
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He received reliable information from her about the precise site of Rabbi
Shabazl's grave. It was in an area of other Jewish graves, which were also

desolate and destroyed. In order to deal with the restoration of Rabbi
Shabazl's grave, Rabbi Zemah worked to obtain permits from the authorities;

I have three government documents about this. Rabbi Zemah obtained
a letter, dated 7th August 1990, from the person in charge of the government
branch in Ta'izz. The logo on the letter reads Al-Gumhünya al-Arabîya al-

Yamanïya, Ra'ïsat al-Gumhütiya, Ta'i(The Arab Republic ofYemen, Directorate

of the Commonwealth, The Antiquities and Libraries Authority,
Ta'izz Branch). The letter reads as follows:

Hi QA J)
A ^yiuLidl ' "'öK IgJÎ jjjj LG!*JI

(jjLxlllj Aj* to <—^J>>iW\\
1ÀAj j .lie. 4 j-njjIj <1iaAI L_u^ll JjAj

.[...] (JJi

To whom it may concern,

The Antiquities and Libraries Authority wishes to announce that it has

appointed Mr. Zemah Yishaq Qadi, an American citizen, to oversee the grave of
Sälim Sa'Id32 al-ShabazI and to restore it, in cooperation with the General
Antiquities and Libraries Authority, due to the historical importance of this grave
for Jews and Muslims. This is to inform [...]

[Signature and stamp]

With this letter, he received authorization from the Antiquities Authority to
deal with the renovation of the Rabbi Shabazi's grave, since the site was of
historical value for both Jews and Muslims.

Rabbi Zemah commissioned a tombstone from a local business in
Yemen to use for marking the location of the historical site. The tombstone
ordered measured 190 cm long, 90 cm wide and 65 cm high. About the text
that would appear on the stone, he consulted with Rabbi Yosef Subayri, of
blessed memory, and with Rabbi Shelomo 'Amram Qorah. Below is the

text, proposed by Rabbi Zemah, for the tombstone:

Buried here

is the shining light of Yemenite Jewry
The Rabbi, the Gaon, the Saint, the hmpa {mequbbal)

the Man of Many Actions, our Teacher and Rabbi,
R. Shalom b. R. Yosef al-Shabazï,

32 Should have been Yosef.
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in blessed memory of the p'TX (saddiq) and saint,
who wrote commentaries on the Torah
and on the Qabbala, with great expertise

He composed thousands of poems and a great many wondrous piyjutim
According to the Holy Torah

He wrought many wonders during his lifetime and afterward
And by his merit many men, women, and children were healed

and many women, no matter what faith, gave birth.

May his merit protect us

May his soul be bound in the bundle of life.

About a year after the first letter, a second one, dated 19 August 1991, was
received from the Antiquities Authority, from the office in Ta'izz. The director

of the Antiquities Authority, 'Abdallah Muhammad al-Maqgai, sent the

letter bearing his signature, stating that the archaeologist Muhammad al-

Ma'ürl was involved in archaeological research and renovations in the area of
"Qahira," and requesting not to disturb him nor anyone working with him,
so as to make his task easier. A third letter from the Antiquities Authority,
from the San'â' office, was written over a month later, on 28 August 1991.

Dr. Yusef Muhammad 'Abdallah, who was deputy chairman of the General

Authority for Antiquities, Museums, and Manuscripts, sent the letter he

signed to the governor of the Ta'izz district. It stated that, due to complaints
received by the General Authority, namely, that a number of citizens were

trying illegally to take control over sites of antiquities in the district, especially
in the city ofTa'izz, the San'ä' office which, according to the law ofprotection
of antiquities, is the only institution responsible for that, seeking to protect all

antiquities' sites, including historical graves in the region of western Ta'izz.

Of note is that Rabbi Zemah was involved in this project during the Gulf
War between Iraq and the United States. He began his endeavour in August
1990, shortiy before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, which resulted in the Gulf
War. During the war, which broke out in January 1991, Rabbi Zemah was
forced to postpone his plan to return to the US. When he did go back, about
a year later, he tried to revive the program. However, in August 1991, there

were elements that tried to block his achieving his goal, so Rabbi Zemah

worked to obtain the second letter. The harassment did not stop, and a

complaint that was submitted to the ministry in San'ä' put an end to Rabbi
Zemah's activity concerning Rabbi Shabazï's grave.33

33 I would like to thank Rabbi Eliyahu Yishaq Halevi (Qadi), who put at my disposal
lists and documents relevant to this issue, owned by his father, Rabbi Zemah.
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(2) Mr. Shelomo Jerafi is the chairman of ICROJOY (Yemenite Heritage
Foundation Inc.). The foundation works to bring to Israel Jews who are still
in northern Yemen. It also dealt with Rabbi Shalom Shabazl's grave. Shelomo

Jerafï's emissaries to Yemen were the U.S. residents Moshe Damti and

Shalom Cohen, descendants of Yemenite immigrants to Israel. They were
active in Yemen in the period 1993—2004. The review below is based on
reports written to Mr. Jerafi.34

On 28 November 1996, Shalom Cohen wrote that on the site of the

cemetery a school was built that comprises four structures and that the
school compound is surrounded by a stone fence. Moreover, part of the

cemetery's area is used as a soccer field. He met with the elderly Ni'ma, who
knows the exact spot where Rabbi Shabazl's grave is located,35 and he noted
that she lied in her opening remarks and said that a half year earlier Jews
had come and taken the remains of Rabbi Shabazl. The old woman showed
Shalom Cohen the precise spot of the grave by throwing a stone on it. The

plot is located outside the fence on the mountain's South Eastern slope. He
also said that there is inherent danger in gathering and taking photos near
the grave.

Most of the activity vis-à-vis the authorities in Yemen seeking a permit
for constructing the grave of Rabbi Shalom Shabazl took place in 1999. On
29 January 1999, Shalom Cohen met, in Ta'izz, with Mohammad Mojahid,
director of the Ministry of Tourism in Ta'izz, who promised him that he

would promote this issue. It was further agreed that Shelomo Jerafi would
be in contact with Mohammad to advance the matter.

On 1 July 1999, Shlomo Jerafi sent a letter about Rabbi Shalom Shabazl's

grave to Prof. Yousuf M. Abdullah, who had been appointed to the most
senior position in the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. On 29 June 1999,
Shalom Cohen met in San'â' with Prof. Abdullah, who was quite familiar
with the topic of Rabbi Shabazl's grave site from the time of the attempt
made by Rabbi Zemah Yishaq Halevi (Qadi). He suggested locating the site

of the grave with the assistance of Ni'ma, the old woman, who would be

responsible for the grave site, and he promised that he would subsequently
take care to see that there would be no religious opposition in Ta'izz about
this matter.

34 I would like to thank Shelomo Jerafi, who made the emissaries' reports available

to me as well as additional material about his activity on behalf of the grave and

for the bringing of Rabbi Shabazl's remains for re-interment in Israel.
35 On Ni'ma, see above the beginning of the previous sub-section in the state¬

ments by Rabbi Zemah Yishaq Halevi (Qadi).
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On 31 October 1999, Shelomo Jerafï sent a letter in English to
Mohamed Hussein Guyman, chairman of the Public Authority for the Protection

of the Historic Cities, regarding establishing a Jewish museum in San'ä'

and restoring Rabbi Shabazl's grave. Included in the letter was information
about his meeting in New York with the prime minister ofYemen, 'Abd al-

Karlm al-Iryänl Mr. Jerafï told him that opening a Jewish museum in San'ä'

and restoring the grave site of Rabbi ShabazI in Ta'izz were likely to
promote tourism to Yemen and that the association he chaired was prepared
to fund all the financial expenses entailed in carrying out these projects.

On 4 November 1999, Moshe Damti met, in one of the government
offices in San'ä', with senior members of the government, and he presented
them a letter he had prepared containing his request that they prepare a

letter for him on behalf of the authorities that would authorize him to deal

with the construction of Rabbi Shabazl's grave site. At the end of the meeting,

he was told that the request would be passed on for consideration by
those in charge of the issue. At another meeting he held, he was told that
the matter would be handed over to the minister of tourism, 'Abdul Malik
Mansür, who was dealing with it. Mr. Damti met with the minister's secretary,

who told him that the request had been sent to him and he would deal

with the issue of the grave. Mr. Damti went to the site of the grave in Ta'izz,
and according to the testimony heard from people living in the environs of
the grave, which was located on the slope of a mountain, it had been
covered with soil during the construction of a school nearby. Mr. Damti
returned to San'ä' and met with Minister Mansür and with Ahmed Al-Daylam;
from their discussion he understood that the minister of tourism was interested

in assisting in the matter since this would help him establish connections

with Jews in the United States. The minister further said that for final

approval of the request, he had to present it to the president of the country,
'Abdallah Salih. Mr. Damti returned home to the US with the feeling that
the request would be approved and that they would soon send him a letter
in response approving construction of the grave.36

On October 7th, 2000, Shelomo Jerafï received an English-language fax

from Ahmad Al-Daylam from San'ä', informing him about the project to
restore R. Sh. Shabazl's grave in Ta'izz, which the company, that he

headed (Al-Daylam Company for Investment and General Trading ltd.),

36 From a report by the Emissary Moshe Damti to Shelomo Jerafi about activities

on behalf of the Rabbi Shabazl's grave. I spoke with Mr. Damti about this at
his home during my stay in New York in July 2012.
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is prepared to carry out, and requesting that he had to present an authorization

from the bank for a monetary payment for the reconstruction. Ten
days later, on 17th October 2000, Shelomo Jarafï responded to him that
before transferring the money, he would like to see an official permit from
the government for this endeavour as well as have him prepare the plan
for the area he will be renovating and obtain the permit from the Ta'izz
municipality. Mr. Jarafï prepared the text of an inscription that was to

appear at the site marking the grave, as follows,

Here is the burial site of
Rabbi Shalom Shabazï

(a saint and holy person of blessed memory)
ben Rabbi Yosef ben Avigad ben Halfon of the Mashta family

Born in 1619 in the village of Najd al-Walid near Ta'izz
The greatest poet of Yemen

His poetry has become an inseparable part
of the world of Yemenite Jews everywhere,

From its beginning through this day his grave has been a pilgrimage site

for Jews and others, who visited his grave to ask for cures for their illnesses

ICROJOY: The Association for the Tradition of the Jews of Yemen

Ultimately, all the efforts mentioned came to naught; apparendy because of
the hostility of part the officials in charge as well as that of the population
living in the vicinity of the grave to emphasizingJewish elements in the area

of Rabbi Shalom Shabazï's grave.

(3) In 2007 an attempt was made by Rabbi Yisrael Meir Gabbai, chairman
of the "'friK (Ohalei Saddiqini) association, which sees to the maintenance

of graves of rabbis, to set up a tombstone at the grave of R. Sh.

Shabazï. He did place a gravestone near R. Shabazï's grave and the sign
he placed on the monument states: "The resting place of the man of God,
the illuminator of Yemenite Jewry, Abba Shalom Shabazï, may his merit

protect us."37 From the information, I received from the journalist
Yitzhak Horwitz, who visited me at home, the tombstone was destroyed
shordy after it was raised.

37 For an article on this, see AHARON MICHAELI, "The Secret Campaign in
Yemen: the Chairman of the 'Ohalei Saddiqim' association set up a gravestone
over the grave of the holy gaon Rabbi Shalom Shabazï, may his merit protect
us, the leading rabbi of Yemen," in: orb V (weekly), 6 Dec. 2007, p. 6 [in
Hebrew]
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4. Efforts to Bring Rabbi Shalom Shabazt's Remains to Israel
for Re-interment
Jewish tradition greatly abhors opening a grave in order to transfer the
remains of the deceased from place to place. This is discussed in theJerusalem
Talmud:

One should not remove the deceased and the bones from one distinguished

grave to another and from one contemptible grave to another and not from a

contemptible one to a distinguished one, and obviously not from a

distinguished grave to a contemptible one. And even in his own location, even from
distinguished to contemptible, for it is pleasant for a person to be rest peaceably

among his forebears.38

One of the reasons for the interdiction against opening the grave is to
preserve the dignity of the deceased, since opening it will result in debasing of
the dead when people will see the condition of his body.39 Another reason
is that upon opening the grave the soul suffers.40 Still, there are some, who

permit opening a grave for moving the deceased's remains for burial in the
Land of Israel. As R. Qaro wrote in the Shulhan 'Arukh, after quoting the
halakha as stated in the Jerusalem Talmud:

The deceased and his bones are not to be removed, not from a distinguished
grave to a distinguished grave and not from a contemptible grave to a

contemptible grave and not from a contemptible grave to a distinguished grave, let
alone from a distinguished one to a contemptible one. And in his own place,
even from a distinguished one to a contemptible one, it is permitted since it is

pleasant for a person to rest among his forebears. And also in order to reinter
him in the Land of Israel, it is permissible.41

38 yMQ 2, 4.

39 See bBB 154a, 155a; MOSHE B. MAIMON, rrroa niDbn 29, 16. See also the
commentary by Rabbi DAVID IBN ZlMRA (Radba2) to JTfaN ITDbn in Maimonides'
rrnn mira 14,16.

40 See, for example, the commentary of R. YOSEF QARO, qoV' rP3, to the rTO3"lN

by Ya'AQOVBEN Asher (Harosh), nsn mi1 § 363: "Since the disturbance
is difficult for the dead owing to their fear of Judgement Day. An allusion to
this is, 'I should have slept; then had I been at rest' (Job 3:13), and in the Book
of Samuel, "Why have you disquieted me, to bring me up?' (1. Sam. 28:15)."

41 Shulhan Arukh, run mr, rnbnx rmbn § 363,1. Rabbi Shabtai Katz wrote about
the permission for interment in the Land of Israel in his commentary pID TIDE*

regarding the halakha mentioned, "For it is his atonement, since the soil of the
Land of Israel atones, as it is written (Deut. 32:43), 'and He does make expiation
for the land of His people'."
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About bringing the bones of the deceased to the Land of Israel, we read in
Joseph's request that his bones should be brought up to the Land of Israel
for burial: "And Moses took the bones of Joseph with him; for he had

strictly sworn the children of Israel, saying: 'God will surely remember you;
and you shall carry up my bones away hence with you' (Ex. 13:19)."

When immigrating to the Land of Israel with his family in 1950, Rabbi
'Amram Qorah, who was the last chief rabbi of the Yemenite Jews in their
Exile, asked the Imam Ahmad to let him take with him the remains ofRabbi
Shalom ShabazL Despite the good, ongoing relations between Rabbi Qorah
and Imam Ahmad and his father, the Imam Yihye, Ahmad refused the

request, claiming that the Muslims would not allow vacating this grave
because it was holy for them too.42

In the years following the establishment of the State of Israel, attempts
have being by a number of bodies to bring R. Sh. Shabazl's remains to Israel
for re-interment. Rabbi Yosef Qafih provided informadon about this in his

letter to Prof. Ratzaby, dated Thursday, 12 June 1952:

I wish to inform you that last week there was a meeting of the Community
Committee about the ShabazI matter. I was invited but did not attend. Attending

were Yisrael43 as well as MK Rachel Tsabari and they decided to appeal to
the community's rabbis asking them to sign on a request that they wish and
demand to bring the remains, and many have already signed. Yet, many
refrained from doing so, some out of fear that the distinguished poet will punish
them if they disturb his peace, while others for different reasons.... As for me,
when they turned to me, I promised them to sign after I would write my opinion

about the matter from a theoretical point of view. For as I see it, even
though the Halakha permits removing the deceased to bring him to Eretz
Israel, one must differentiate between burial in a coffin and burial in the ground.
Ifwe do allow it, we must take soil at a depth of a few nnxsn (tefahim) around it.
Moreover, the Kabbala and the Zohar oppose taking the bones to Eretz Israel.

However, since ShabazI was a great hmpft (?>iequbbal), one should not do with
him something to which he would not agree.44

As stated above, the issue of Rabbi Sh. Shabazl's grave was raised in the
Knesset on 21 December 1977. MK Rabbi Menahem Hacohen made an

42 In a letter to me written by his grandson, Rabbi Shelomo Qorah, on 21 May 2014.

43 The reference is to Yisrael Yeshayahu, a native of San'ä' who immigrated to
Israel and served as a minister in the Israeli government as well as Speaker of
the Knesset.

44 New York, The Library of The Jewish Theological Seminary, Yehuda Ratzabi
Archive, ARC 2001-01, Correspondence, Box 3.
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agenda proposal about "the need for political action to bring the remains

of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI for interment in Israel."45

On 29 June 1999 Shalom Cohen wrote in a report about his visit to the

area in which Rabbi Shabazl's grave is located, that he met with the old

women Ni'ma, who knows the location of the grave, and he was told that
she still heals children next to the grave. To the question if one can still find
the bones of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI at the site, the old women's son told
him about what happened with a tractor that came to dig next to the grave
— a snake emerged from the grave's location and terrified those working at
the task. When they wanted to shoot the snake, it disappeared and they left
the site without finishing their work. He feels that if people want to know
with certainty the location of the bones, people must be brought there to
dig, and if a snake should come out, then it is a sign that there are bones,
and if not, there is nothing there.

On 16 September 1999, an article appeared in the Yemenite Arabic

newspaper (al-Usbu) entitled: Jiil jVjJ ^ '

("Twenty Million Dollars to Move Bones [al-ShabazI]"), stating that diplomats

in San'ä' had given a notice to the paper that a Jewish delegation
consisting ofMeshullam Cohen and Moshe Damti, mentioned above, members

of the Zionist lobby in America, had visited Yemen and had offered the

government of Yemen twenty million dollars in exchange for the authorization

to bring the bones of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI to the United States and

from there to Jerusalem. The article further stated that in the past, there had
been a request from government affiliates in Israel to the government of
Yemen about bringing R. Shabazl's bones for burial in Israel, but the
Yemenite authorities had not agreed to the proposal.46 About three weeks
later there appeared in the same paper, on 7 October 1999, under the title
of l5 e&j iÀ ^ ("There Is No Desire to Transfer Shabazl's

Remains"), a denial of the item that mentioned the giving of $ 20 million to
transfer the remains. There was mention of the information about the meetings

of Moshe Damti and Shalom Cohen with representatives of the

Yemenite government about the request to construct the gravesite of Rabbi
Sh. ShabazI, discussions that led nowhere.47

45 170337 ''"137 (note 25 above), p. 841.

46 AI-Usbü', Siyàstja Mustaqilla (AViin« • tiiL ^[The Week, politically inde¬

pendent], Thursday, 16 Sept. 1999, 7 Jamadi al-Thani 1420, book 47, p. 1.

47 AI-Usbü', Siyäsiya Mustaqqilla ^j j " Thursday, 7 October 1999,

Jamadi al-Akhira 1420, number 50, p. 1.
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In the Israeli press, articles occasionally appeared on the need to bring
Rabbi Shalom Shabazî's remains to Israel for re-interment. They even spoke
of the need to find Rabbi Shabazî's descendants for genetic DNA testing.
The activist in the most recent generation was Shelomo Jerafï as noted.48

One must remember that for DNA testing two samples are required,
that is, from the offspring of Rabbi ShabazI as well as from his remains.49

As strange as it may seem, there is no one today who can provide a family
tree going back to Rabbi Sh. ShabazI (one family, the Gurayn family from
Hujariyya in southern Yemen, has an unproven tradition that they are
descendants of Rabbi Shalom ShabazI50). That being the case, it is impossible
to perform genetic testing and the idea must be abandoned.

Summary
We have actual testimony about Rabbi Shalom Shabazî's grave from the
end of the nineteenth century. In the 1930s it was destroyed, and a tombstone

over it was subsequently rebuilt and the site was ringed by a roofless

stone structure. In the 1980s the grave was destroyed, and in the past
generation, unsuccessful attempts were made to restore it.

After the mass immigration of the Jews from Yemen in the "On the

Wings of Eagles" campaign in 1949-1950, the idea of bringing Rabbi Shalom

Shabazî's remains to Israel for re-interment has been discussed a number

of times. Now, that the grave is destroyed and the precise burial site is

not clearly identified, this aim is unattainable.

48 For example, see the article in THsra entitled "Wanted: Descendants of Shalom
ShabazI," from 28 Nov. 2006, p. 13.

49 On the halakhic issue of removing the deceased from the grave for the purpose
of taking a sample, see Rabbi Zvi YEHUDA BEN YA'AQOV, "laoAy tint nsrap
D.N.A np'Ti," in: ETOinn 22 (2002), pp. 419-24.

50 See Rada, rr-airtix yix1? siaa :n:aTi (note 1 above), p. 33 n. 10.
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